GROUP 15M EXTENDED CABLE

Easily customize your conference room set-up with GROUP 15m Extended Cable, a DIN cable that replaces the 5-meter cable included with Logitech® GROUP. The GROUP 15m Extended Cable increases the distance from the hub to the camera or speakerphone with a single, plenum-rated cable that can be routed through a conduit or drop-ceiling for super-clean conference room installations.

GROUP 15m Extended Cable
Price: $199
Part #: 939-001490
UPC: 097855131942

Logitech GROUP 2-year limited hardware warranty

PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS
GROUP 15m Extended Cable
Price: $199
Part #: 939-001490
UPC: 097855131942

PRODUCT DIMENSIONS + WEIGHT
Cable/Repeater
15m x 5 mm/50 mm x 12 mm
49.2" x 0.20"/1.97" x 0.47"
510 g/18.0 oz

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
Logitech GROUP

WARRANTY
2-year limited hardware warranty

PACKAGE CONTENTS
One 15 meter extended DIN cable
Velcro cable management straps

COMPLIANCE
FCC Class A
CE
UL/CSA Type CMP
RoHS

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Connection Type
Mini-DIN-6
Operating Temperature
32°F - 122°F
0°C - 50°C
Storage Temperature
-40°F - 176°F
-40°C - 80°C
Relative Humidity
0-80%

To order, contact your reseller or call us at 800-308-8666
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